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Live drum circles from around Florida. World music featuring Bellydancers, Djembes, Congas,

Doumbeks, Flutes, Didgeridoos, and lots more. 23 MP3 Songs in this album (157:16) ! Related styles:

WORLD: Drumming, URBAN/R&B: Funk People who are interested in Rusted Root Mickey Hart and

Planet Drum Babatunde Olatunji should consider this download. Details: At long last, after years in the

making, the Ultimate Live Drum Circles 2 CD set is completed. Each CD is filled to the brim, at over 78

minutes on each one. There is over two and a half hours total to listen to in all. Each track averages about

8 minutes each. Plenty of time so you can relax, and really settle into a good groove. These live

recordings vary from grooving, meditative, and passionate, right on up to riveting, rocking, funny, and

exciting. You can hear, and feel how much fun everyone is having. I hope you love this drum circle two

CD set. Listen to a sample or two and see for yourself. There is real drumming variety on these 2 CDs.

And, lots of different kinds of drums as well. Probably every kind of drum you can imagine. Talking drums,

djembes, doumbeks, ashikos, and taiko drums just to name a few. Plus many smaller percussion items

accompanying the hand drumming, elevating the fun and entertainment. As to the tracks themselves,

there is also lots of variety in here. African, Afro-Cuban, Latin, Funk, Greek, Egyptian, 6/8 shuffles, earth,

grooving, healing rhythms, and many more. If you enjoy the groove of hand drumming at drum circles, I

think you will really enjoy listening to these CD's. Its hard to stop listening once you pop one of these into

your ipod, or mp3 player. These are the kind of jams that make you want to pick up a drum and jam

along, or get on out to a drum circle as soon as you can. On seven of the tracks, theres wood flutes and

didgeridoos in there with the drumming. The light sounding wood flute adds a hint of melody floating over

the drum beat, and the didgeridoo adds a sort of a grounding bass to the bottom. Pretty cool. On a couple

of tracks there is an electric flute in there doing some amazing echoing sounds. Theres a few chants,

some hoots and hollers, plus a few jungle calls in there for good measure. There was also a number of

bellydancers driving the us to heightened levels of excitement, and vice versa. I hope you enjoy these

CD's. They are priced as low as possible, because times are hard for all of us in the arts right now.

Thanks for helping to support independent artists, and music.
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